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' And also [competent sums of money] for the putting out
of children to be apprentices . . .;
'And to do and execute all other things, as well for the
disposing of the said stock as otherwise concerning the
premisses as to them shall seem convenient.'
Here were tasks which far transcended the scope of parish
charities, except in the one case of boarding-out apprentices.
These duties of finding or making work were first imposed
on urban corporations in 1575; by 1598 they were provision-
ally extended even to rural parishes; and by the famous act
of 1601 they were made permanent. They constituted a new
motive for the levying of compulsory poor-rates which had
been enjoined on the whole country since 1572.
Here then was to be found a most original trait which was
destined to give England and Wales a poor-law such as no
other European people has ever known.
And here were legal obligations that were to survive ten
generations of experiment, to be enumerated once again—
so far at last as they are here printed in italics—in Mr.
Greenwood's poor-law act of 1930.
To carry out such duties was no easy task. Under the
Cecils and Wentworth the king's council did its best to
browbeat the county magistrates into browbeating the cloth-
merchants to continue to put out wool for spinning and yarn
for weaving even when trade was bad. Or, if this was not
enough, they were to browbeat each parish into providing
tools and material for making nails or for spinning and
weaving flax and hemp and tow. The place where this stock
was kept and this work done became the parish workhouse.
And it mattered little that these textile manufactures were
not likely to pay their way; for they were so many new
industries which the government wished to acclimatize in
England regardless of cost.
For those who refused to work for their living in their own
parish—as all eould then be legally compelled to do—the
magistrates often attached a house of correction to their
county gaol. Thither the work-shy were conveyed, ' there to

